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. REPORTS OF THE tr'1VE WORKING PARTIES ON REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The CHAIRMAN asked the chairmen of the five working parties to read

their reports.

European Regional Organization

Dr. UNGAR (Czechoslovakia) reported that the Working Party on

EuropeanRegional.Organization had met on 2 and. 3 July 1948. Delegates

from the following countries, and an observer from the United States

of America, were present: Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Byelo-

russian SSR, Franoe, Hungary, Monaco, Netherlands, Roumania, Switzer-

land, Ukrainian SSR, the United Kingdom, the USSR and Yugoslavia.

The CHAIRMAN stated that the terms of reference of the working

party were (1) definition of the region, (2) geographical delineation,

and (3) establishment of priorities fór the regional organization.

After considerable discussion as to whether a regional organiz,.

ation or a regional bureau should be established, it was agreed that

the needs of the European area as a whole would best be served by the

immediate creation of an administrative office with the primary

objective of dealing with the health problems that have arisen as a

direct result of the recent war.

The working party agreed unanimously that the following resolution

be submitted to the Committee on Headquarters and Regional Organization

for transmission to the 'Assembly:

The Committee agrees that a special administrative
office for Europe, with the primary objective of health
rehabilitation of war devastated countries, be established
immediately.

Middle East Near East, and Parts of North -East Africa

Dr. NAZIF Bey (Egypt) reported that the working party for the

Middle East, Near East and certain neighbouring parts of North -East

Africa had met on 2 July 1948. Representatives of the following
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countries were present: Egypt, Ethiopia, France, Iraq, Iran, Pakistan,

Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey and the United Kingdom.

The three main points which the Chairman asked delegates J:o take

into consideration were: (1) the delimitation of this geographical

area, (2) th.; question of priority and whether the area requires

immediate establishment of a regional organization, t.nd (3) the

selection of á site for the regional headquarters.

The delegates of Iraq and Iran proposed the establishment of a

sub -region to include Iran, Pakistan and other neighbouring countries,

with Teheran as centre for headquarters.

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the fact that this was beyond

the limits of the terms of reference of the working party, which had

to consider only the delimitation of the geographical area as a whole.

He further pointed out that the question of sub -regions would natur-

ally come up in the future when circumstances were favou,_able.

The delegate of Iran accepted the Chairmants observation and

withdrew his proposal, adding that he would contact his government

in this connexion.

After considerable discussion on the three main, points, it was

unanimously agreed that the following recommendations should be made:

(1) The working party recommends for the consideration
of the Committee on Headquarters and Regional Organization that
a regional organization be established immediately, to include
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, ïiaq, Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan, Yemen,
Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, Greece, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Tripolitañia,
the Dodecanese Islands, British Somaliland, French Somaliland,
Aden, Cyprus and Palestine, with headquarters at Alexandria.

(2) In view of the fact that the' first seven countries are
members of the pre -existing Arab Sanitary Bureau which has been
in operation since 1946;
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In view of the fact that the preliminary steps have already
been taken for the final integration of this bureau with the
World Health Organization;

In view of the fact that the sanitary and social conditions
in this area need immediate consideration; and in view of the
fact that most of the countries included in this area agree to
the proposal,

the Working party recommends that the establishment of this
regional organization be given the highest priority.

South -Bast Asian Zone

Sir A. MUDALIAR (India) reported that the working party for the

South -East Asian zone had met on .2 July 1546. Delegates from the

following countries were present: Australia; Burma, Ceylon, France,

India, Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan) 'ortugal, Siam and the

United Kingdom.

Referring to discussions which had already .taken place in the

main Committee, the CHAIRMAN asked the delegates to -take into consider-

ation: (1) the definition of this geographical area, and (2) the

question of priority with regard to the.establishment of a regional

organization.

After -a general discussion, it was unanimously: agreed that a

regional organization should be up, -with India as its headquarters.

The following countries agreed to join this organzation forthwith:

Afghanistan, Burma, Ceylon, India and Siam, It was understood that

other countries, such as Malaya, would in due course be in a position

to express their opinions about joining the o::ganization. It was

also tentatively agreed that, in view of the special facilities

available in Mysore, which would meet the requirements of the regional

organization, the offer of the Indian Government to locate the centre

in that city may be accepted. ,

The question of priority was then considered and it was

unanimously agreed, in view of the urgent needs of that part of

the world, that the setting up of a regional organization for the

South -East Asian zone should be considered as priority 1.
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Far East Region

Dr..YUNG..(China) reported that the working tarty fcr the

Far East region had met on 2 and 3 July:1948. Delegates of. the

following. countries were present: Aústxalia, Chinas Franco (repro

senting: Frehc.h Indo- China)'; India, the Netherlands (representing

Indonesia): the Philippines, Portugal, the United Kingdom and the

United States of America, with observers for Japan and Korea.

In accordance with: its terms óf reference, and recognizing

the need for taking a global view of the situation, the working-

party discussed the problem ofa Far East region on the following

basis: (1) definition of the area to be included; (2) urgency, and

(3) practical problems of establishing a regional organization.

The recommendations of the working party were summa2,.zed as

follows:

1. The Far East regional arce ;should be defined ta
include. Australia, China, Indo- China, Indonesia, Japan,
Korea, the Philippines, New Zealand, and, provisionally,
the Malay Peninsula. After an organization_ has been
established to serve the area defined herein, consideration
should be given, in.accordanco with experience gained, to
a re- definition which might eventually lead to the formation
of smaller or sub- areas.

2. Special attention should bo given by the World Health
Organization to the urgency of the health problems in China,
Indonesia and the Philippines, particularly the severa adverse
effect of war devastation upon the level of health. alexia
should also be treated as an urgent problem in the area.

3. A regional organization to serve the Far East should be
established as soon as possible.

4. The principle should be laid down, as applicable to
this region and to all other regions, that in establishing a _. _

regional organization the organizational and administrative
expenses should be restricted to a minimum and emphasis placed
on developing and executing the programme and services of
the World Health Organization.

5. Concerning a site for regional headquarters, the delegate
of China offered Shanghai as a central location with excellent
facilities. The delegate of the Philippines reported official
instructions from his government to offer Manila as -a site
centrally located -and having adequate facilities. The delegate
of the Netherlands expressed a preference for. Manila and,the
observer for Korea a preference for Shanghai.
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The selection of a site for the Far East regional
headquarters was left for later discussion by the full
Committee.

Africa

Dr. RAE (United Kingdom) reported that the working party for

Africa, comprising representatives of Belgium, Franoe,'Liberia,

Portugal, South Africa and the United Kingdom, had met on 2 July

1948 and considered the following matters:

(a) the present or future need for establishing one or more

regional organizations in that part of Africa not already covered by

other proposed regional organizations;

(b) the ;gL_se delimitation of such area; and

(e) the centro most suitable for regional headquarters.

After considerable discussion, the.ollowin,; resolution was taken:

The working party on Africa agreed that ultimao1y one
or more regional organizations should be established in
Africa.

A primary region is suggested for. all Africa south of
the 200 N. parallel of latitude to the western border of the
Anglo- Egyptian Sudan (but excluding any part of Tripolitania),
thence southwards along the western border cf the Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan to its junction with the northernl border of
the Belgian Congo, thence eastwards along the northern borders
of Uganda and Kenya; and thence southwards along the eastern
border of Kenya to the Indian Ocean.

In such a region Leopoldville is acceptable as a site
for the headquarters.

The working party recognizes, however, that only limited
resources are at present available to the World Health Organiz-
ation and that consequently it may not be possible immediately
to establish any African region. It urges that, when circumstances
are favourable, the World Health Organization give consider-
ation to the creation of one or. more African regions.

The delegate of Liberia alone was of opinion that a regional

organization should immediately be set up in Africa, and that the

site for headquarters should be in Liberia.

The CHAIRMAN called upon the Executive Secretary of the Interim

Commission to make a statement.
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Dr. CHISHOLM (Executive Secretary of the Interim Commission)

said it was the obligation of the Secretariat to inform each committee'

of what other committees were doing and of other considerations relevant

to their discussions. The matter under consideration was also of

importance to the Committee on Relations, particúlarly in regard to the

relations of the Organization with the United Nations. He must call

their attention to a report from the Co- ordination Committee of the

United Nations, *deb would go to the Economic tenet Social Council when

it met in Geneva on 19 July. One of the statements in that report was

to the following effect:

"The Committee recommends that none of the United Nations

agencies should undertake to establish new regional or
branch offices without full consultation in advance. The

machinery of the Co-- ordination Committee and its Preparatory

Committee is available for this purpose."

Having stated the situation, Dr. Chisholm wished to suggest

another and quite different point which came, not from the United Nations

but from the foundation document of WHO, the Constitution itself; not

perhaps specifically, but in 'its full spirit. He regretted very much

to see this committee continuing with an old disorientation in regard to

the human race. He did not see the rationale of calling the Western

Pacific area the Far East - East of what? Near East - near what, or

East of what? It seemed to him that the whole spirit of the Constitution

of WHO implied a reorientation toward the human race. He suggested

calling the areas such names as Western Pacific area, Southern Asia

area, Eastern Mediterranean or Red Sea area, or something relevant to

the real situation and which did not spring from an ancient orientation

which should now be forgotten.

Mr. BAGHDAD' (Egypt), referring to the first part of the

Executive Secretary's statement, said a decision taken by the Co-

ordination Committee of the United Nations could not in any way tie the
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hands of WHO, which must enjoy full freedom to set up whatever

regions it thought fit.

Sir A. MUDALIAR (India) supported the delegate of Egypt, on

the ground that the Constitution gave the Organization absolute power

to establish regional organizations. The Co-ordination Committee of

the United Nations could only step in after a decision had been taken

by the present committee and the Health Assembly._

The bHAIRMAN thought it clear that WHO had authority to establish

regional offices. Before opening a general discussion, he would

summarize the reports of the five working parties.

It was not necessary to delineate any geographical limitations'in

regard to theAmericas, because these were evident and also because the

Pan American Sanitary Bureau was at present operating very successfully

in the area. It was hoped that negotiations would soon be concluded

with the Bureau and that it would continue its operations as a regional

organization of WHO.

In the report of the working party on Africa, Leopoldville and

Liberia had been suggested as sites for headquarters. The delegate of

Belgium had submitted a letter giving an' assurance of full agreement by

the Belgian Government in respect of Leopoldville.

The working party on Europe had asked only for a special

administrative office for Europe at the moment and not for a regional

organization in general.

The Eastern Mediterranean area had been clearly delineated and

they must keep in mind that the majority of the countries mentioned were

already members of an organization with a central office in Alexandria.

Seven other countries had been added to the list. The needs of this

area were great and its priority would have to be considered later.
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The working party on South -East Asia had recommended that an

operating agency be developed in the near future at Mysore, India.

It should be noted that the working party considered it essential that

an operating bureau be established immediately for this area.

The report on the Western Pacific area had stressed the.urgency

of the problems of the countries concerned. The delegate of China

had suggested that Shanghai should be selected for headquarters. A

letter had been received from the delegate of the Philippines (document

A /HQ /4) suggesting that a regional office should be established at

Manila.

.Before opening the discussion, the CHAIRMAN reminded delegates

that it was the committee's function to suggest to the Assembly the

delineation of geographical areas and the organizations they wished to

establish.

2. DISCUSSION ON THE WORKING PARTIES' REPORTS

Dr. YUNG (China) felt that, while the urgency of the problems to

be dealt with in all the five areas defined by the working groups was

not disputed, practical considerations had to be taken into account.

For that reason the Chinese delegation emphasized the necessity of

studying the problem from a global point of view, and in t hat connexion

the financial aspect formed one of the main issues.

Dr. TOGBA (Liberia) thought the urgency of the problems to be dealt

with should take precedence over financial considerations. He contended

that Africa had been left out of many international projects in the past,

and begged WHO not to act in a similar manner. He stressed the urgent

needs of Africa, which was the source of many public health menaces, and

urged that if any regional organizations were to be established, Africa's

claims should be recognized. In his opinion it was essential to set up a

regional organization in Africa as quickly as possible.
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Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa) 'paid tr. bute to the wise; states--

manlike point of view expounded by the delegate of China, The practical

aspect of the problem had already been stressed by several delegates.

The South African delegation felt that the firs;; essential was for WHO

to be soundly. established, after which the setting up of regional

organizations could be considered. He agreed with the delegate of

Liberia as to the urgent needs of Africa but could not agree that Africa

had been consistently neglected in the past. In any case Africals needs

would have to be considered in relation to those of the rest of the

world. He felt it was necessary to have some guidance from the Committee

cn Administration and Finance as to the funds available for regional

organizations; and suggested the adjournment of the meeting until that

information was obtained.

The CHAIRMAN stated that the Committee on Administration and Finance,

together with the General Co :enitteel was considering the formation of a

sub -co maittee consisting of three members of the Committee on Prograolnet

three members of the Committee on Administration and Finance; and three

members of the Committee on Headquarters. and Regional Organizations to

discuss questions of joint interest,

Dr, RAE (United King,.om) agreed with the views; expressed by the

delegate of the Union of South Africa. While there was no question as to

the urgency of Africa's problems, he felt that the working party for

Africa had taken the most practical view of the whole situation. There

was a large programme of work before WHO; the question to be decided was

whether to establish regional headquarters from which to carry out that

work. He favoured the defining of areas; but questioned the wisdom of

spenairs .4o ;cy in the setting up of a series of regional headquarters;

rather than in °-so' -ling urgent health problems,

Dr, RED3HAW (Australia) said the Australian del ega.ion had

originally thought that Asia and Australasia should form one area. The

prob:,7,los existing in that area appeared to be so urgent; however; that

it was considered too large to form one region, The Aust-alien
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delegation agreed with the recoeaendationsof the working groups for the

establishment of one organization in Sc uth -East Asia and, another in the

Western Pacific area. The problems &n those two areas would possibly

suffer if local attention was not given to them. Australia had problems

in common with both areas, but was at the moment unable to distinguish

their relative magniture. Apart from epideniologr, he felt that Australia

had no regional problems and thus required no regional activity of WHO

within it's 'territory; in the meantime, thereforey A'astrclie did net

intend to join either of the two regions,

Sir A. MUDALIAR (India) felt the meeting was disonscing a question

that had already been settled -- whether or not to establish regional

organizations. There was sn urgent need for regional organizations,

particularly in the .7stern Pacific, South Asia and East Mediterranean

regions, and their establishment would bey in his opinion, a most

effective method of implementing tie decisions of the Health Assembly,

As regards programmes cf work, he thought there need be no question of

oonflict between the central body and the regional organizations: items

from the eHO progrmmwe to the me erel r;. eti_ona .,

and co- ordination maintained between them and the central body,

Regarding the question of finance, he felt it was not for the

Committee on Administration and Finance to tell the Assembly what funds

were available for regional crganizations; the Assembly itself was for

the first time drawing up a bud'ect and could decide the amount to be

appropriated for that purpose. The Indian delegation considered that

too much money should not be spent on either central or regional

organizations; resources should be conserved as far as possible for work

in connection with urgent health problems. He thought that the eeee ei.ttee

should decide on the following points:

(1) whether or not regional organizations should be established

in some areas;

(2) if so, the order of priority in their. establishment;

(3) the proportion of the budget to be allocated to regi nal

organizations;

(4) whether or not to hold a joint conference with the

Committee on Administration and Finance; and
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(5) whether or not to establish a j (-int committee with the

Committee on Progranrne to decide what items, if any

should be referred for action to regional organizations.

The CHAIRMAN, in reply to the point raised. by the delegate of India,

said the view that regional organizations were necessary and important

had been unanimously expressed and the question under discuosion was

what areas were to be established,

Dr. NAZIP Ec:; r (gypt)
,
while agreeing with the Chairman regarding

the question under discussion, supported the remainder of the remarks

made by `he delegate of I .: ? a.

Dr. PETROV (USSR) supported the proposals made in the reports of the

five working groups. He emphasized the temporary character of the

proposed European officer due to the special Arcunatan_ces influencing

its establishment. He felt that it would be premature to set up

regional organizations for Africa and in any case funds were not

available fo7 the purpose. It seemed to him that the proposed organiza-

tion whose centre. would be at Alexandria could also quite well cover the

needs of Africa.

Mr, DAVIN (New Zealand) said that New Zoal and l s poz ition was

similar to that of Australia, and he wished to make it clear that it was

for his Goverment to decide ;Thcther or not New Zealan. vivid nna: ,icirete

in the work of any regional orgari. ati on eet,ahlished,

Mr, SiIAH (Pakistan) state,' that, after the definition of areas,

the quosti ,r to be decided was whether or not to establish regional

organ %ations. In that connexion the question of finance ',was a ftianda'

mental factor, a point that had also been stressed by the d`.e7 -egate of

the United Kingdom. He considered that the task of work:i.ng out finan-

cial estimates for regional organizaticns should be entri a bed ,either

to the Committee on Admin.stration and Finance - a committec 4f experts -

or to a joint committee of the Committee on Aathnistrat:i.on anG` Finance

and the Committee on Headgaa_rte_: s and ReE,:i. -"el Organization gj- .',orities

could not be decided until the financial estimates had been settled
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The CHAIRMAN, summarizing the discussion said the general opinion

appeared to be that regionalization was both desirable and essential for

the operation of world -wide programmes, it therefore seemed to him that

the committee should recommend the creation of at least two regional

organizations) ono for the Eastern Mediterranean and the other for South-

East Asia. The termination of the negotiations between WHO and the Pan

American Sanitary Bureau would result in the automatic establishment of

a regional organization in the Americas. The establishment of regional

'organizations for Africa and the Western Pacific areas should be- post-

poned in the meantime, and the European office had of Bourse a purely

temporary character,

Dr. REDM W (Australia) disagreed with the Chairman's summary. In

his opinion the staalishme_at of three regional organizations had been

envisaged one for the Eastern !:editerranean area, one for South-East

Asia and the third for the Western Pacific ar ca,

Dr, DOULL (United ,states) felt that the establishment of priorities

in the setting -up of regional organizations was a difficult problem.

The budget of WHO was very small in relation to world needs. The question

therefore arose to what extent coiratries that had sent ir-1 requests for

the formation of regic zal organizations would be propared . to give

additional financial support, and he won(:ered whether that, point had

been given careful consideration. He felt it was a questiotn that could

not be decided immediately, and queried whether she Assembly could go

much beyond the delineation of areas. After the close of the Assembly

it might be passible for the Secretariat to organise region? meetings;

the governments invited might study .the extent to which they Were pr

pared to co- operate financially, with a view to establishingfishing the

regional organizations on a stable basis
2
say for a period of ten years.

Dr, MANI (India) in reply to the points raised by the United States

delegate, drus attention to Article ¿1,. (b) of the Constitution, whist

provided for the establishment of regional organizations by the Assembly.

Regarding the financial obligations of participating cour tries } he

quoted Article 50 (f) , which stated that the functions of the Regional
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Committee should be to reco:lmend additional regional appropriations bit

the governments of the respective regions) if the appropriation of the

central budget of the Organization allotted to that region were in-

sufficient for the carrying -out of the regional functions. It was thus

absolutely clear that additional contributions could be requested only

if and when the budget allocation of the Organization to the region was

insufficient. It was the duty of WHO to establish regional organizations.

The Assembly should be informed that the committee considered there were

five areas) excluding the Americas) requiring regional organizations;

the areas should be defined and an order of priority for the establish-

ment of the organizations decided upon,

M. HALSTEAD (Canada) stressed the real interest of Canada in health

problcis all over the world. The question under consideration was an

exclusively organizational one: the resources of WHO were limited and

aetivittc should be ordered accordingly. It was not a question of

where) but of how and when regional organizations could be established

with the maximum effectiveness. _Financial considerations were not fore-

most) but had to be kept in minds. He agreed with the vions expressed by

the delegate of China regarding the necessity of WHO to be soundly

established before the setting up of regional organizations was con-

sidered.

Dr. PETROV (USSR) said the question was one of extreme importance

since it raised the matter of priority and urgency, It seemed to him

that special emphasis had been laid on the urgent need for a regional

organization in the Americas to succeed the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.

He could nut agree with that point of view. The American continent had

not suffered from the effects of the war to the same extent as other

parts of the world) and as the Pan American Sanitary Bureau had been

operating for the last twenty years) the need to set up a regional

organization in the Americas was not so great as in Europe. The need

to establish a regional organization in Europe must not be overlooked.

Regarding the financial problem) he felt that the activities of WILD

could not be subordinated to financial considerations. Article 50 (f)
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the Constitution laid down definite regulations in regard to the

financing of regional organizations and it was olear that countries con-

cerned could only be called upon for additional appropriations if the

central funds allocated were not sufficient.

Dr. DOULL (United States of America) wished to correct ami.sunder-.

standing that appeared to have arisen, .In referring to post - Assembly

activities he had assumed that under Article 29 cf the Constitution)

the Eacacutive Board would have authority to complete any work started by

the Assembly and left unfinished,

The CHAIRMAN) in reply to the point raised' by the delegate of the

Soviet Unions stated that the question of a regional organization for the

Amcrioa.s was at present in abeyance) until the Committee on Relations had

studied the question tif the agreement between WHO. and the Pan: American

Sanitary Bureau. It was hoped that the Pan American sanitary Bureau

would become the regional organization for the Ainerioas .

Dr. TOGBA (Liberia) suggested that if the Committee intended to

suggest the Setting up of three regional organizational they might as

well consider setting up four and include:Afriáa where the worst oGn--

ditions existed and the need was great;

The CHAIRMAN thanked the delegate of Liberia ftr his remarks and

explained why he had himself proposed the setting-Up of two regional

Organizations,

Dr. YUNG (China) was surprised that two regional .organizations had

been mentioned so many times and did not know' r_n what, basis priority

e,u? d be given, He had previously pointed nut that the gt;testiçn; of

urBency was common to all the five areas which had been considered,,: -11e'

thought they should try to see the situation from a global, po ti?lt:..cf view'.

He agreed with the delegate' of Liberia, but felt they could no;1 prove

that one part of the world 'tras' 516re in need than any,ethez. part..:' 4e

thought that the establishment Of regional organizations was a &OtolL wAY

to implement the programae of WHO if they could afford to do so.
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The CHAIRMAN asked for expressi ns of opinion: should they pr -pose

the formation of the five areas they had studied and let the Assembly

dooide; orahould they make a more ooncrete proposal?

Dr. DOULL (United Statda of:Am&rica) thought the Ohairmann wasasking

delegates to solve,.an arithmetical pr -ablem without giving them the

numerator.  He suggested .,hat they should be given an idea of how much

moneys would bo needed for each, regional organization before they decided.

on. the number. of such organizativas to be set up.

Dr, GEAR (Union of South Africa) asked 't ether the .Rules of. Pry 

oedure allowed `: :they committee :to have a secret lint presented by each

delegate, stating the v.,der óf priority fc,r the five regions?

The CHAIRMAN. said that Could be: done if the committee wished, but

he would like ta have othèr e,pd.rü.a .

Dr. F. SOPER (Pan American Sanitary Bureau) said he had been some

what surprised at the discussion; because he thot the questic.:z was

basioally an adndiïistrative rather than a .fi raricial..cne. He c itlinsd

the developmerrb of the Pan Americaii '$ani'ta y Bureau from its beginning

in 1902? with a budget 6f'5700Ó d011arà a year to the. present year, for

which they had an approved budget c : 1,300¡000 dollars,

Zf WHO did not have regions it would have t;, set up in Geneva

speoial organizations, fc - each type of work and at tenrpt to deal with 60

different oountries all over the world.

Dr. STAàáPAR (.Preáideat of the Assembly) said he had been impressed

by. many of the speech a. he had heard, and thanked Dr. Soper for his

explanation cf the.activ.ties of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.

He said .the
. Ooonstl.,tution of WHO definitely prescribed the establistod

ment,of regional organizations. At the International Health ConferenDe

:in New York i.';, .had been elpoirle!1. that the Organization should not be o ~er'-

centralized. He was quite sure. that the countries that had p0yÿ ed the

establishment of .regional bureaux did not expect large asmount § ' f money

from WHO; . they. asked for moral and financial help at the beginning, and

he thought the 'cond..cinittee could not refuse then. He urged. the oomdittee
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to aooept the proposals sgbmitted with regard to the establishment of

regional offices; that Iras the philosophy of the Organization.

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the committee accepted the proposal made

by the Prosident and would submit four areas to the Assembly, asking for

immediate action on two areas?

Dr. SHU (China) thought it important to aensi.der three points con-.

oerning regionalization. First,, was WHO ready to discuss regionalization?

This was a question of prinoiple. During the last two years the Interim

Commission had only incurred the workof previous organizations and had

not put up arty programme at all. They had now prepared a pru+gra mme ,

The problem should be considered from a global point of view: public

health was a world problem. He. thought WHO was not yet ready to discuss

regionalization,

The second point wasr were the countries concerned ready to discuss

a regionalization programme? Dr. Soper had stated that certain groups

were ready. He would ask for a definition of readiness and would put a

big question mark to that point.

The third point was: had the Organization enough money to support

any regional programme? As Ike, Soper had pointed out, regionalization

should be all N. nothing,

He asked all delegates to consider the question seriously, not in

the interest of a particular country or group of countries, but in the

interest of WHO. From an administrative standpoint, he thought it was

nót at present advisable to talk about two regions and leave out the

rest. He suggested that a committee be set up to study the regional

problem and present a report to the next Assembly for consideration.

The meeting rose at 6 p,m,


